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Aapulaki An Kartvyachi
Druth Bavan Shresh Thare
Jay Satyacha Horel Yachi
Mani Jar Sharakahi N Urre
Shanka N Urre
Matrichya Ya Natyaalahi
Kitti Antare Kitti Kangore
Kute Usvalte Kute Sambalte
Aapulakonee Thageore
Teka Tekaa Bhanun Thewi
Deoanae Ajnam Purre
Teka Tekaa Bhanun Thewi
Deoanae Ajnam Purre
Pun Shivani Mewat Chukula
Tar Gunavlaln Kay Urre

Kaye Urre
Har Swaracha Pot Wegaalta
Sparsh Aagala Hende Khare
Kute Usvalte Kute Sambalte
Aapulakonee Thageore
Aapulakonee Thageore
Aapulaki Anu Kartvyachi
Druth Bavan Shresh Thare
Aapulaki Anu Kartvyachi
Druth Bavan Shresh Thare
Jay Satyacha Horel Yachi
Mani Jar Sharakahi N Urre
Shanka N Urre
Matrichya Ya Natyaalahi
Kitti
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